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Abstract 
This article addresses the Contact-State (CS) modeling problem for the force-controlled robotic peg-in-hole assembly tasks. The wrench 
(Cartesian forces and torques) and pose (Cartesian position and orientation) signals, of the manipulated object, are captured for different phases 
of the robotic assembly task. Those signals are utilized in building a CS model for each phase. Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) is employed 
in building the likelihood of each signal and Expectation Maximization (EM) is used in finding the GMM parameters. Experiments are 
performed on a KUKA Lightweight Robot (LWR) doing camshaft caps assembly of an automotive powertrain. Comparisons are also 
performed with the available assembly modeling schemes, and the superiority of the EM-GMM scheme is shown with a reduced computational 
time. 
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1. Introduction 
 Assembly is considered one of the vital topics for both 
industry and research institutions and automating the assembly 
for different products drew the attention of many practitioners 
from both academia and production sectors. Robots are 
considered the most important tools in automating productions 
and hence researches in this field are considered hot research 
topics. One of the most important topic in automating the 
assembly tasks is the modeling of robotic assembly itself; that 
is adding the necessary skills to the robot that makes it aware 
of its surrounding environment using the wrench (Cartesian 
forces and torques) and pose (Cartesian position and 
orientation) signals of the manipulated object. 
Contact States (CS) modeling of the force-controlled 
robotic tasks was solved by different approaches. Petri net was 
successfully employed in modeling and planning robotic 
assembly tasks and promising results were obtained [1]. In [2], 
fuzzy classifiers and neural networks were successfully 
employed in the recognition of different CS's using only the 
wrench signals. Modeling of peg-in-hole assembly process 
was successfully performed in the framework of finding 
analytical solutions of the contact forces for different 
situations between the manipulated object and the 
environment [3]. Hidden Markov models was successfully 
used in developing models for compliant motion robots and 
hence opening the door to the probabilistic modeling 
approaches [4,5]. In [6,8], the authors were successful in 
linking the CS modeling to the geometrical parameters 
estimation and efficient models were obtained for each CS. 
Stochastic Gradient Boosting (SGB) classifier was efficiently 
used in recognising different CS's without the need for 
knowing the task sequence or task graph [9]. In [11], the 
authors were successful in using fuzzy clustering technique in 
building efficient fuzzy models. The fuzzy clusters are tuned 
by Gravitational Search Algorithm (GSA) and excellent 
mapping capability was obtained for each model. A common 
feature to all of the approaches above is that the signals are 
considered stationary, i.e. their distribution is normal. 
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However, for the cases of robotic assembly in which the 
signals are non-stationary, then performance degradation 
would be resulted. 
In this article, the Expectation Maximization-based 
Gaussian Mixtures Models (EM-GMM) [7] is used in 
modeling the force-controlled peg-in-hole assembly tasks. 
Through employing the EM-GMM, the non-normal 
distribution of the captured signals is accommodated through 
assigning multiple Gauss distributions for each signal. 
Furthermore, finding the parameters for each distribution is 
done through the EM algorithm that would increase the log-
likelihood and improved performance would be obtained. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows; section 2 
contains the description of the robotic peg-in-hole assembly 
process. Section 3 details the EM-GMM modeling process. 
Experimental validation on the assembly of camshaft caps is 
presented in section 4 and section 5 summarizes the 
concluding remarks and recommendation for future works. 
2. Robotic Peg-in-Hole Assembly  
Consider the robotic peg-in-hole assembly task shown in 
Fig. 1 that is composed of inserting a certain object (peg) into 
a certain hole and such a task is considered the backbone in 
many assembly tasks. In order to model the peg-in-hole task, 
the overall motion is segmented into different phases 
according to the location of the manipulated object with 
respect to the environment. For each segment different signals 
are collected and models are developed accordingly. Vision-
based systems can be used in building the models for a robotic 
peg-in-hole assembly process. However, vision-based systems 
would fail for occluded parts and time varying illuminations 
that urged the researchers to consider developing the CS 
models using the wrench and pose signals that are measured 
by suitable sensors. Suppose that the wrench signals of the 
manipulated object, of the peg-in-hole assembly process 
shown in Fig. 1, are described as: 
],,,,,[ zyxzyx fffw WWW                                                 (1) 
Where xf , yf , and zf are the Cartesian forces and xW , yW ,
and zW  are the torques around the Cartesian axes both 
measured for the manipulated object. Likewise to the pose of 
the manipulated object, it can be written as: 
],,,,,[ zyxzyxp <<<                                                   (2) 
with  x, y, and z are the Cartesian position and Ȍx, Ȍy, and Ȍz
are the orientation around the Cartesian axes of the 
manipulated object. Hence, each classifier has 12 input 
signals, say xk=[x1,k,x2,k,…,x12,k]T. The CS classification 
problem can be formulated as: 
¯
®
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                                   (3) 
yk is the output of the kth CS classifier. (3) is a nonlinear 
mapping between xk and yk and the goal of almost all 
modeling and classification researches is to approximate or 
realize this mapping as accurate as possible. In the next 
section, the proposed modeling approach, that approximates 
(3), will be explained.  
3. Expectation Maximization-based Gaussian Mixture 
Models (EM-GMM)  
Before detailing the EM-GMM process, the principles of 
the Bayesian modeling (or classification) is explained. 
3.1. Bayesian Classification 
Consider a vector set xk=[x1,k,x2,k,…,xD,k]T with D to be the 
width of the vector. Suppose that the vector xk belongs to one 
of the classes set yk={c1,ck,…,cC}. Then the vector xk belongs 
to a class ci implies that: 
)|()|( kjki xcpxcp t                                                       (4) 
for ij. p(ck|xk) is called the a posterior probability of class ck
given the vector xk and can be computed as: 
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p(xk|ci) is the probability density function (pdf) of class ci in 
the vector space of xk, p(ci) is the a priori probability that 
represents the probability of class ci, and p(xk) is the 
probability of the vector space xk which can be computed as: 
¦
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From (6), it can be seen that for equal class a priori p(ci), the 
term p(xk) of (5) would be merely a scaling factor. Therefore, 
one can say that the vector xk belongs to a class ci implies that
                                 (a)                                         (b)                                           (c)                                          (d)                                           (e)      
Fig. 1. Robotic peg-in-hole assembly phases: (a) phase 1(free space); (b) phase 2; (c) phase 3; (d) phase 4; (e) phase 5. 
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)()|()()|( jjkiik cpcxpcpcxp t                         (7) 
for ij. According to (7), the best approximation of the term 
p(xk|ci) results in the best classification for the pattern xk. In 
the conventional Bayesian classifier, a Gauss distribution is 
used in approximating the term p(xk|ci), that is:
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where ȝאRD is the mean, Ȉ אRDӌD is the covariance matrix, 
and |Ȉ| is the determinant of Ȉ. It was shown that the 
approximation (8) performs well for the case of normal 
distribution. However in many cases, the signals of the given 
vector space, or several signals of the vector space, have non-
normal distribution and consequently the use of (8) would 
result in increased misclassifications. 
3.2. Gaussian Mixtures Model (GMM) 
In order to accommodate the possible non-normal 
distribution of the signals, mixtures of Gaussian components 
are used in modeling the features, i.e. assigning multiple 
Gauss distributions for each feature. Suppose that a single 
Gaussian distribution is represented as: 
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Then a Gaussian Mixtures Model (GMM) can be described 
as: 
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M is the total number of Gaussian mixtures; Ȧq, ȝq, and Ȉq are 
the weight, mean, and covariance of the qth Gaussian 
component. Suppose that șq=( Ȧq, ȝq, Ȉq) and consider the 
parameter vector ș=[ș1, ș2, …, șM]T. One can see that finding 
the values of the parameters is very important in having a 
precise modeling of the given features. Therefore, the models 
(10) can be written in terms of the parameters ș as: 
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Hence, finding the parameter vector ș that optimizes the 
models from the available measurements would optimize the 
performance of the classification process. 
3.3. Expectation Maximization (EM) 
One of the most efficient approaches in finding those 
parameters is the Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm. 
The EM algorithm is composed of two steps; the E-step in 
which the log-likelihood is estimated using the current 
parameters, and the M-step that updates the parameters ș such 
that the log-likelihood is maximized. In order to explain the 
EM algorithm, let's consider the overall data X=[x1, x2,…,xN]T,
then the log-likelihood can be computed as [7]: 
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The parameters ș that maximizes (12) can be described as: 
T
TT )});|(arg(max{ icXL                                           (13) 
Analytical solution for (13) are intractable, therefore (13) is 
normally solved iteratively and the EM algorithm is 
considered one of the prominent approaches in computing the 
values of ș that achieves (13). Below is a summary of the EM 
algorithm: 
Step 1: Initialize the parameter vector șq=( Ȧq, ȝq, Ȉq).
Initialize the convergence parameters İ and į.
Step 2: (E-Step) Use the current parameter vector șq and 
compute the responsibilities that are: 
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Step 3: (M-Step) Re-estimate the parameters using the current 
responsibilities: 
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Step 4: Compute the log-likelihood: 
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Step 5: Check for the convergence: 
If |șnew-ș| İ or |ln p(X;șnew)-ln p(X;ș)|į then stop. 
Otherwise go to Step 2.
For more details on the EM-GMM and the derivation of 
the equations above, see [7]: chapter 9. In the next section, the 
performance of the EM-GMM based classifier will be 
evaluated for the CS recognition of the cylinder head 
camshaft caps assembly of a powertrain. 
4. Experimental Results 
    For validating the suggested modelling strategy, a test stand 
is built that is composed of a KUKA Lightweight Robot 
(LWR) 4+ performing the camshaft caps assembly process of 
a cylinder head of an automotive powertrain. The key features 
of the KUKA LWR 4+ are detailed in [10]. For research 
purposes a Fast Research Interface (FRI) port is available in 
the robot that enables researchers of measuring the wrench 
and pose of the manipulated object by sensors installed within 
the robot arm. The FRI port is connected to a remote PC that 
performs the computational aspects of the modeling process. 
The features of the PC that was used is of Intel (R) Core (TM) 
i5-2540 CPU with 2.6 GHz speed and 4 GB RAM running 
under a Linux environment. The rate of the communication 
between the remote PC and the robot, through the FRI, is 100 
Hz. The programming is done through a C++ platform. Fig. 2 
shows five distinct phases of a peg-in-hole robotic assembly 
task and the aim is to use the EM-GMM approach in 
modeling those phases using the wrench and pose 
measurements of the manipulated object. Fig. 3 shows the 
captured wrench and pose signals when performing the task 
depicted in Fig. 2. The number of samples of phases 1, 2, 3, 4, 
and 5 are 1092, 2332, 4077, 2212, and 992 samples 
respectively. For each phase, 250 samples were taken out for 
test and the remaining samples were used in building the 
models. That is for phases 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 the training 
samples were 842, 2082, 3827, 1962, and 742 samples 
respectively.      
    Increasing the number of mixtures would improve the 
modeling accuracy. However, the computational time would 
be increased. Hence, 3 mixtures were chosen in order to have 
a good EM-GMM modeling accuracy with reasonable 
computational time. In order to perform comparison with 
other approaches, the same modeling process was carried out 
using the Conventional Fuzzy Classifier (CFC) [2], the 
Stochastic Gradient Boosting Classifier (SGB) [9] and the 
Gravitational Search- Fuzzy Clustering Algorithm (GS- FCA) 
[11]. Fig. 4 shows the models outputs when using the EM-
GMM. In Fig. 5, the corresponding models outputs were 
plotted when using the CFC, SGB, and GS-GCA schemes. 
The Classification Success Rate (CSR) was computed when 
using the test samples for all approaches above and it was 
found to be 97.4%, 73.6%, 68.7%, and 32.5% for the EM-
GMM, GS-FCA, SGB, and CFC recognition schemes. It is 
clear that the EM-GMM modeling scheme is outperforming 
the rest. To grasp the real reason behind the excellent 
performance of the EM-GMM based modeling, phase 5 is 
considered as a sample and plotted the histogram of all signals 
for this phase of the peg-in-hole assembly task as shown in 
Fig. 6. One can see that almost all signals are non-stationary, 
i.e. they are abnormally distributed that gives the privilege to 
the EM-GMM in modeling such signals. Furthermore, the use 
of the EM algorithm in finding the models parameters would 
make the approach more accurate since the log-likelihood is 
maximized as explained in section 2. Both those two factors 
add complementing features to the EM-GMM scheme in 
modeling such a process. It is worth noting that in the EM 
algorithm, the initialization of the parameter vector ߠ is done 
randomly. The initialization could have an influence on the 
modeling accuracy. However, such influence is not so 
significant that could degrade the modeling performance. That 
is to say if the initial estimate greatly affects the final result, 
then a significant performance degradation would be observed 
at least for one of the phases (which was not the case). 
Furthermore, the computational time of building the models 
was measured for the CFC, EM-GMM, SGB, and GS-FCA to 
be 0.0014, 26.635, 129.899, and 333.184 sec respectively. It 
can be noticed that the CFC modeling scheme has the least 
computational time with a degraded Classification Success 
Rate (CSR) of 32.5% that makes it undesirable. Compared 
with the SGB and the GS-FCA modeling schemes the EM-
GMM is of reduced computational time with enhanced CSR 
performance. Table -1- summarizes the CSR and the 
computational time of all approaches considered in this 
article.
Table 1. Classification Success Rate (CSR) and the Computational Time for 
the EM-GMM, GS-FCA, SGB, and CFC approaches. 
Approach Classification 
Success Rate 
(CSR) (%) 
Computational 
Time (Sec) 
EM-GMM 97.4 26.635 
GS-FCA 73.6 333.184 
SGB 
CFC 
68.7 
32.5 
129.899 
0.0014 
                                   (a)                                         (b)                                          (c)                                        (d)                                         (e) 
Fig. 2. Camshaft caps assembly phases: (a) phase 1(free space); (b) phase 2; (c) phase 3; (d) phase 4; (e) phase 5. 
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Fig. 3. The manipulated object wrench and pose measurements: (a) Cartesian forces (in N); (b) Torques around the Cartesian axes (in N.m); (c) Cartesian position 
(in cm); (d) Orientation around the Cartesian axes (in degree). 
Fig. 4. EM-GMM based models outputs: (a) phase 1(free space); (b) phase 2  (c) phase 3; (d) phase 4; (e) phase 5. 
Fig. 5. GS-FCA (solid), SGB (dashed), and CFC models outputs (hidden): (a) phase 1(free space); (b) phase 2  (c) phase 3; (d) phase 4; (e) phase 5. 
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Fig. 6. Histogram of phase 5: (a)fx; (b) fy; (c) fz; (d) Ĳx; (e) Ĳy; (f) Ĳz; (g) x; (h) y; (i) z; (j) Ȍx; (k) Ȍy; (l) Ȍz.
5. Conclusion 
The Expectation Maximization-based Gaussian Mixtures 
Model (EM-GMM) was successfully employed in modeling 
the force-controlled robotic assembly tasks. The robotic 
assembly task of camshaft caps was segmented into five 
phases and for each phase the wrench (Cartesian forces and 
torques) and pose (Cartesian position and orientation) of the 
manipulated object was collected. Using the EM-GMM 
approach, excellent models were obtained. A KUKA 
Lightweight Robot (LWR) 4+ was used in the experimental 
validation. Comparison with the available assembly modeling 
approaches, like Gravitational Search-Fuzzy Clustering 
Algorithm (GS-FCA), Stochastic Gradient Boosting (SGB), 
and Classical Fuzzy Classifier, was also considered. It was 
shown that the EM-GMM is outperforming the rest. The 
superiority of the EM-GMM originates from considering the 
non-normality in the signals distribution and the use of the 
EM algorithm in finding the models parameters. Furthermore, 
it was shown that the EM-GMM modeling scheme is of 
reduced computational time compared with the SGB and GS-
FCA modeling schemes. Possible improvement on the EM-
GMM modeling is to integrate the feature selection technique 
within this modeling approach that would enhance the 
accuracy and make it more robust against possible variations. 
However, such a study is left to future works. 
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